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The most common misconception about economic

● Commercial linkages to external markets

and sheer luck for results. The ecosystem is about

development (ED) is the ver y definition of the

● Robust and creative capital sources and tools

developing an approach, processes, and protocols

practice. Groups who work on affordable housing

to facilitate growth

to increase predictability and likelihood for the

initiatives, lead children’s education programs,

Execution success is tied to numerous factors such

desired outcomes. Anything less is not sustainable

or build new city infrastructure often tout their

as system and organizational capacity, goal clarity,

and bares tremendous risks.

work as economic development. While Economic

financial tools, political will, well-defined roles and

There is increasing conversation around economic

development is connected to many different areas,

responsibilities, and brand. One of the most important

development ecosystem or the mix of partners,

ED truly revolves around a coordinated system

elements to accelerating growth, ideally in a way

their roles, and coordination in spurring growth

of par tners and ser vice providers focused on

that is sustainable, is development and fostering a

and sustainabilit y in terms of jobs and private

increasing the number of net new jobs and growing

strong economic development ecosystem.

investment . A robust economic development

private investment in a sustainable fashion. In other

Historically, many economic developers have not

ecosystem is comprised of players in the public,

words, successful economic development happens

worked under this framework and the results

private, and nonprofit sectors working in tandem

in an environment that is intentional, focused, and

have been mixed in terms of outcomes. Without

to support companies, community and government

strategic around driving economic vitality.

a system, communities are relying on the talent

in creating new economic value and opportunities.

S ecuring economic success hinges on a clear

of their local experts, inherent market position

The adage, “success has many authors, but failure

understanding of a community’s current economic
realit y and establishment of p ointed goals in
a range of areas including job grow th, private
investment, workforce development, and more.
The path to success is often not difficult to identify
for professionals who have training and quality
experiences in other markets. The difficulty often
lies in the ability to execute. Communities where
success will be most palpable share certain traits:
● An articulate economic development strategy
with clear goals and metrics
● Partnership between the public and private
sector to best manage risk and invest thoughtfully
bearing equity in mind with a keen focus on investing
in areas with the greatest potential for growth or
need for opportunity
● Engagement with community members around
their needs and desires
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has only one” is particularly true in carrying out

Key responsibilities of an economic development

economic development priorities. That is, political

ecosystem include but are not limited to:

and awareness, promotion, and engagement.

leaders, economic development organizations, small

1. Provide the product – Does your market have

business service providers, and corporate leaders

the appropriate workforce, capital, real estate and

all desire to tout their economic development

infrastructure to support the agreed upon growth

leadership, but few are willing to make critical long-

goals? Who can help deliver these items, why would

term decisions needed to grow the economy. Some

they do it, and how can they be encouraged to trudge

tend to want to lead alone or drive the economic

forward in partnership?

agenda without collaboration for a community. That

2. Fill a pipeline with prospects - Be aggressive in

may work to secure select transactions. However,

reaching out to companies with the goals of increasing

the long-term prospects for this approach leading

startups, maintaining stay-ups, and scaleup

to sustained growth are slim.

3. Deliver on local knowledge – Provide insight

Key steps a community should take to develop its

An economic development ecosystem is comprised

into workforce development, capital, incentives,

economic development ecosystem include:

of local economic development organizations,

supply chain and other resources based on the

1. Determine what areas of the economic development

governmental organizations, regional EDOs, technical

market capacity.

ecosystem you want to develop first – small business,

assistance service providers, financial partners,

4. Work in partnership - Every organization cannot

real estate development, traditional corporate

and private enterprises. Having these component

do everything. Who does what why? How can these

recruitment, etc.

par ts does not necessarily equate with having

organizations be leveraged to increase performance?

2. Define clear goals, appropriated performance

an economic development ecosystem, but these

Ensure that there are

outputs, and desired outcomes.

components do serve as the building blocks. An

5. Communicate strategy and wins – In order for

3. Map the landscape of service providers supporting

economic development ecosystem is a coordinated

the work to continue, awareness of the work being

businesses in the targeted categor y including

system of partners working together to achieve

performed, shifts in strategy, and opportunities for

what they do and their performance capacity and

common articulated goals. Partners in this system

businesses, community members, and partners to

expectation.

share information and data, manage projects jointly,

plug in must be communicated. The communications

4. Establish an MOU outlining project management

and invest resources in shared objectives.

efforts of the ecosystem should encompass education

protocol amongst the partners.

Whether corporate attraction, business retention
and expansion, workforce, or small business efforts,
a coordinated and integrated ecosystem garners
more effective, efficient and sustainable growth.
Without clearly spelling out responsibilities, desired
outcomes, and creating mechanisms to appropriately
manage firm and market growth, the results will
be scattershot, unclear, and difficult to replicate
– good or bad.

5. Work on a few pilot projects to refine your
approach in working together.
6. Leverage shared data and project management
tools to strengthen service to the marketplace.
7. Execute strategies, assess performance, and
recalibrate approaches to optimize successes.
Building a high-func tioning ecosystem should
be a priority for every community as it will help
organizations achieve more just by working in
greater partnership and coordination.
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